Abstract. Recent research has found that deep learning architectures show significant improvements over traditional shallow algorithms when mining high dimensional datasets. When the choice of algorithm employed, hyper-parameter setting, number of hidden layers and nodes within a layer are combined, the identification of an optimal configuration can be a lengthy process. Our work provides a framework for building deep learning architectures via a stepwise approach, together with an evaluation methodology to quickly identify poorly performing architectural configurations. Using a dataset with high dimensionality, we illustrate how different architectures perform and how one algorithm configuration can provide input for fine-tuning more complex models.
Introduction and Motivation
The research presented here was carried out as part of the FP7 In-Mindd project [19] , [10] where researchers use the Maastricht Ageing Study (MAAS) dataset [16] , [9] , [22] to understand the determinants of cognitive ageing from behavioural characteristics and other biometrics. The MAAS dataset recorded a high number of features regarding the lifestyle and behaviour of almost 2,000 participants over a 12-year period. The challenge with this dataset is to determine those features which provide the best predictive capabilities for a particular outcome. Unlike health base studies where data is automatically generated using electronic sensors [8] [20] , data in MAAS is not easily mined. Machine learning takes two broad strategies: the more common shallow approach and the more complex deep learning (DL) approach. Where multiple issues -like high-dimensionality or sparsity -arise within the dataset, the use of many shallow algorithms in series is generally required. Shallow refers to the depth of algorithm architecture and depth refers to the number of layers of learning function operations [4] , where anything less than 3 layers is considered shallow. Deep architectures are algorithms where multiple layers of hidden, usually latent variables are learned through many layers of non-linear operations [4] , usually in the context of artificial neural networks (ANNs). Furthermore, these DL architectures have in the past, proved very successful in learning models from high-dimensional datasets [14] , [21] .
Research funded by In-MINDD, an EU FP7 project, Grant Agreement Number 304979 DL architectures have been shown to perform well in learning feature representations but require the optimisation of many hyper-parameters 1 which is a difficult process. In this work, we have developed a framework which can test combinations of features and hyper-parameters in different deep learning configurations. Our goal is to find the Deep Learning architectural configuration most applicable to prediction in the MAAS clinical study for dementia.
Contribution. Deep architectures have primarily been used in image, audio and video domains where feature sets are often large and complex. Our contribution is to develop an easily-configurable machine to facilitate the generic implementation of algorithms with interchangeable activation functions. As a result, we can easily run and evaluate many experiments with deep or shallow learners in a variety of configurations. Essentially, we provide a framework for the selection of an initial hyper-parameter configuration in a deep learning algorithm.
Paper Structure. The paper is structure as follows: in Section 2, we present a detailed description of the Configurable Deep Network (CDN) which underpins our framework; sections 3 and 4, describe our evaluation approach and setup together with results and analysis; in Section 5, we discuss related research; and finally in Section 6, we present our conclusions.
CDN -The Configurable Deep Network Architecture
Most classification algorithms have a similar procedure for training. First, initialisation occurs. This instantiates the model parameters (known as θ, a combination of the weights and biases for the entire model) which allow for prediction and this process gives a starting point from which these parameters can then be tuned. A hypothesis function h θ (x) h θ (x) h θ (x) is then employed through which the data, bounded by the model parameters goes, in order to predict an outcome, which in our case is "forgetful? (yes/no)". The cost J(θ) J(θ) J(θ) of these initial parameters is then calculated with a function that measures the information lost between the predicted outcome (result of hypothesis function) and the actual outcome. A predictive model is learned by minimising the cost calculated by this function.
Gradient descent is one method to optimise the cost function and it proceeds as follows: compute the gradient (or partial derivative) of the cost function with respect to the model parameters, giving the slope denoted by δ δθ J(θ); then update the model parameters by taking the value found for the slope, multiplied by a term called the learning rate (determines how far down the slope the update will take the model parameters) and subtract the result from the previous parameters; and finally, repeat these steps until the model converges on the lowest possible cost for the data. Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) calculates the cost on an individual sample in the dataset and subsequently updates the parameters. Mini-batch Stochastic Gradient Descent (MSGD) instead calculates the cost on a subset of the dataset and then updates the parameters. This process allows us to achieve a predictive model for: "forgetful? (yes/no)" in MAAS.
Framework Overview
There are three high-level constructs in our architecture: nodes which contain and execute the activation functions, layers which contain the nodes and handle connections between layers and machines which contain the logic for the overarching algorithm. Each node in the bottom visible input layer reflects a feature in the dataset and for supervised models (predicts an outcome given an input) there is a visible output layer at the top of each configuration which performs classification. In unsupervised models (learns a model without a class label) as well for the internal layers (where applicable) in supervised models there is a hidden layer or layers, where the feature representation is learned. Our architecture is implemented in Python and built upon Theano [7] , [2] -a library for building and compiling symbolic mathematics expressions and GPU computation. The functions below are implemented for every algorithm.
-initialise: instantiates model parameters (weights and biases), configures layers and nodes, and associates hyper-parameters with the architecture. -buildhypothesis: dependent on the classification type it builds a symbolic expression for the hypothesis function, giving the prediction h θ (x i ) =ŷ i for the sample x i .
-buildcost: based on the classification type it creates symbolic expressions for: the cost J(θ) with regularisation 2 (if applicable) and prediction error. -buildmodel: computes the gradient of the cost function with respect to the model parameters and uses this gradient to build a symbolic expression to update the parameters. It compiles these symbolic expressions into functions to train and (if applicable) pre-train the model. -train: optimises the cost function. Can be supervised (with respect to a class label) or unsupervised (no class label) depending on the algorithm. For the DBN it performs unsupervised pre-training and supervised fine-tuning (explained further in Section 2.5). -predict: uses the hypothesis function and model learned to predict an outcome, or reconstruct the data dependent on the algorithm.
The following four machines: Regression, Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), Restricted Boltzman Machine (RBM) and Deep Belief Network (DBN) are currently implemented in our architecture and displayed in Figure 1 . As our focus is not an in-depth discussion of the technical detail of these algorithms but their application to high dimensional clinical data and determining a DBNs best hyper-parameters via a step-wise optimisation of its constituent algorithms, we refer the reader to [4] for detailed technical information.
Regression
Three types of regression are currently implemented in our architecture: Linear, Logistic and Softmax regression. As our experiments only evaluate softmax regression, it will form the focus of our discussion. Softmax regression is a nonlinear multi-class classification algorithm which uses the softmax function for the hypothesis and the negative log likelihood function for the cost. It is used where class membership is mutually exclusive (sample can only belong to one class) to generate a probability of class membership from 1, . . . , K where K is the number of classes. In our architecture we train softmax regression with stochastic gradient descent.
Multi-Layer Perceptron
An MLP is a simple form of one hidden layer neural network, where latent and abstract features are learned in the hidden layer. As with the other machines in our architecture and for artificial neural networks (ANN) in general, each node in a hidden layer L (i) is connected to every node in layer L (i−1) and every node in L (i+1) . Each node n
contains a non-linear activation function, which calculates a node's activation energy. This value is propagated through the layers via the connections, a subset of which are shown in Figure 1 . This process is called feed-forward propagation and is the hypothesis function for all shallow and deep feed-forward neural networks.
Our MLP was trained with SGD and back-propagation. It is similar to training a regression model and uses the same cost function except the parameters in each layer must be updated with respect to the cost of the output.
Restricted Boltzmann Machine
An RBM is an energy-based, two-layer neural network. An RBM's aim is to learn a model which occupies a low energy state over its visible and hidden layers for likely configurations of the data. The energy paradigm is an idea taken from particle physics and associates a scalar energy value (real-number) for every configuration of the variables in a dataset. Highly likely configurations of the data occupy low energy states, synonymous to low energy configurations of particles being most probable [4] . Training achieves this by maximising the probability of the training data in the hidden and visible layers by learning their joint probability distribution. This process gives a way of learning the abstract features that aid in prediction in MAAS. The RBM was trained with contrastive divergence [13] and MSGD.
Deep Belief Network
A Deep Belief Network is a deep ANN, meaning it can be successfully trained with more than one hidden layer and differs from RBMs and MLPs as such. Each subsequent layer learns a more abstract feature representation and increases the models predictive power. DBNs are generative models characterised by unsupervised pre-training and supervised fine-tuning. Unsupervised pre-training updates the weights in a greedy layer-wise fashion, where two layers at a time are trained as an RBM, where the hidden layer of one acts as the visible layer in the next. Supervised fine-tuning then adjusts these parameters with respect to an outcome via back-propagation, in much the same way as an MLP. Again, like an MLP it makes predictions via feed-forward propagation. Here we pre-trained the DBN with MSGD and fine-tuned with SGD.
3 Experimental Set-up and Design
Dataset Preparation and Preprocessing
The MAAS dataset [16] is a longitudinal clinical trial which recorded biometric data on middle-aged individuals at 3 year intervals over 12 years. There are 3441 unique records and 1835 unique features spread throughout 86 'tests' or study subsections. To remove the temporal nature of the data, only baseline data was analysed. To remove test level sparsity, a subset of the dataset was selected and the remaining sparsity was removed through deletion or mean imputation. The data was scaled to unit variance and categorised to one-hot encoded vectors so that it could be input into our DBN and RBM. The continuous data had 523 instances and 337 features, whereas the one-hot encoded categorical data had 523 instances and 3567 features.
Experimental Procedure and Parameter Initialisation
The optimum parameters for each machine were located via a process called grid search which tests a range of values to find wherein the optimum lies. Regression was used to determine the learning rate, regularisation term and fine-tune steps for the RBM, MLP and DBN; and the RBM and MLP were used to determine the number of nodes in the first and second hidden layers of the DBN respectively.
The range searched for regularisation and learning rate was from 0.001 to 1, roughly divided into 10 gradations. Three values for steps of GD were tested: 100; 1000; and 10000 as we estimated any larger values would lead to over-fitting (not generalising well to new data) given the sample-size. All possible combinations were tested for both continuous and categorical data, giving 246 in total.
The number of hidden nodes tested for both the RBM and MLP were 10, 30, 337, 900, 1300 and 2000. There were 337 features before categorisation therefore, any more than 2000 hidden nodes was deemed unnecessary. Each configuration was run twice (for categorical and continuous) in the MLP but 5 times each in the RBM (only categorical) as there were 5 epoch values (1, 5, 10, 15 and 20) being tested. Any more than 20 would have over-fit the data.
Bias terms were initialised to zero for all models. From Glorot et. al [12] , the MLP, RBM, and DBN weights were randomly initialised between the bounds: [−4 6 f anin+f anout , 4 6 f anin+f anout ], whereas for regression the weights were randomly initialised without bounds. f an in is the number of inputs to and f an out is the number of outputs from a node.
All experiments were run on a Dell Optiplex 790 running 64-bit Windows 7 Home Premium SP1 with an Intel Core i7-2600 quad-core 3.40 GHz CPU and 16.0GB of RAM. The code was developed in Python using the Enthought Canopy Table 1 shows the results and hyper-parameter configurations for the ten best performing models in a series of grid-search experiments for regression. The models are ranked by the lowest negative log-likelihood found on the training data out of the 246 experiments performed. Experiments 8-1-0 and 7-0-1 achieved the best results for the categorical and continuous data respectively. 8-1-0 achieved a low training cost of 0.002, a validation cost of 7.725 and a test cost of 0.305. 7-0-1 achieved a slightly poorer result of 0.004, 8.180 and 2.816 for the same measures. Both experiments achieved the second lowest cost on the training data, but performed significantly better on the validation data, meaning these hyper-parameters generalised better. Models learned were not optimal, but given the amount of data available they were adequate as over 69% of the instances were correctly classified for the categorical data and just over 70% for the continuous data.
Although the categorical data achieved a lower cost, the continuous data made better predictions. This suggests categorising the data helped remove noise but along with this the transformation eliminated some information relevant to modelling. Interestingly the best performing learning rate (alpha) is much higher for the categorical than the continuous data and ten times less iterations of gradient descent (GD) were required. Therefore gradient descent was far steeper for the categorical data as it converged and gave us the best parameters much faster than with the continuous, showing that one-hot encoded data can be modelled easier, building a predictive model in far less time.
RBM:
To select optimum node count in first hidden layer of DBN Table 2 shows the 10 highest scoring RBM model configurations out of 35 runs, ranked by the best reconstruction cost (closest to 0) achieved on training data. The result of the best performing RBM configuration can be seen in bold in Table 2 . It has 30 hidden nodes and went through 1 epoch of training. A node configuration of 100 units in the hidden layer achieved the best reconstruction cost of -68.719 on the training data, compared to the configuration with 30 hidden nodes which scored -73.357. The 30 hidden node configuration was determined to be the better architecture as it performed only slightly worse on the training data but it scored -19.580 on the validation set, performing better than every other configuration in the top 5 which measured in the 20's. Therefore, the 30 hidden unit configuration generalises better to unseen data.
The reconstruction cost achieved on the training data by Ex. 3-1 is far worse at -435.809, but the validation score is better at -17.977 due to the higher number of epochs. As the model iterates through the training data, more and more abstract features are learned so the model makes a better estimate at reconstructing unseen data. We want to learn the features that perform comparable on the training data as well as unseen data, therefore one training epoch gave the best performance.
MLP:
To select optimum node count in final hidden layer of DBN Table 3 shows the top 10 scoring experiments out of the 14 performed. Here, experiments 2 and 10 gave the best results achieving training, validation and test negative log likelihood costs of 0.17, 2.107, 0.76 and 0.842, 11.664, 0.974 respectively.
From the above table it can be shown that ten hidden nodes -which is the smallest possible number of hidden nodes -gave the best results for both the categorical and continuous data. Further to this, the MLP improves upon the model found with regression for both data-types as the best performing MLP model was 76.8% accurate in its predictions for the continuous test data and 70.9% for the categorical.
As a better predictive model was found through the MLP when we compare to regression, it would suggest that abstract features were learned in the hidden layer. Further to this, as the smallest available hidden node value performed best we conclude that the number of features particularly relevant to the outcome we are modelling are relatively low. It can again be seen from the results that that the continuous data lends itself to more powerful models in comparison to the categorical data and this can be put down to information being lost during transformation. Table 4 compares the results of the model learned with the hyper-parameters found through grid-search in earlier experiments (Ex. 6 -parameters in bold from previous experiments) with a randomly selected configuration (Ex. 1 -estimated to be a logical starting point) which was then tuned (Ex. 3, 4, 5) and two other configurations (Ex. 7, 8) which were an attempt to improve upon the results of Ex. 6.
DBN: Comparing Configurations
Tuning here refers to adjusting the hyper-parameters to find a better model. The heuristic used was to start the learning rate and training steps low and gradually increase one while observing if either the cost achieved or the accuracy improves. If the measures improve up to a point before deteriorating it can be seen that the global optimum has been overshot.
Ex. 6 achieved the third best error rate on the test data. It immediately improved on 0.272 which was the lowest error rate achieved by picking a random initial configuration and tuning using technique outlined above. In fact, 0.272 was the best test error achievable without hyper-parameters found from previous experiments. Tuning improved the model up to a point (Ex. 2) before it degraded (Ex. 3, 4) and then again achieved previous levels of accuracy (Ex. 5). When choosing the estimated best starting point for the comparison configuration it was thought that more hidden layers would better model the data. The opposite was found when 2 hidden layers performed best. Interestingly, when a number of nodes the same as the number of features for the continuous data were inserted for the first hidden layer (Ex. 7) it improved on the test error from in Ex. 6. Our analysis is that an abstract feature representation similar to that of the original continuous data was learned in the first hidden layer.
0.238 -the lowest test error achieved (Ex. 7), improved upon on the error for the best categorical data model found with the MLP and approaches our previous best continuous data model score of 0.232 with the MLP. We concluded that this was due to the DBN learning a better feature representation in its hidden layers. This shows that a DBN with multiple-layers has great potential in learning a feature representation from text based datasets, given that this model was learned on only a small subset of the MAAS dataset and deep architectures have been shown to far outperform shallow models given enough data [24] .
Therefore, it can be seen that performing a grid search on: the regression layer to find the learning rate and regularisation term; the RBM to find the number of nodes in the first hidden layer; and the MLP to find the number of nodes in the last hidden layer gave us a methodology for selecting a good starting point from which to determine the best hyper-parameter configuration for our deep network, at least in the case of a DBN.
Related Research
In [6] , the authors introduce a random search method to find the best hyperparameter configuration for a DL architecture and compares their results to previous work [17] which -like our own -uses a multi-resolution grid-search coupled with a manual optimisation intervention element. In [6] , they also carry out a series of simulation experiments where random search is compared to both grid-search and low discrepancy sequential methods. Their main contribution is a large series of non-simulated experiments which search for the best hyperparameters for a one-layer neural network and Deep Belief Network. These are carried out on eight datasets in order to recreate and compare their experimental results with those obtained in [17] .
Random search is found to outperform grid search on all datasets in a onelayer neural network, but for the DBN experiments, random and grid search perform comparably on four datasets with grid search outperforming on three datasets and random search finding the best model on the fourth dataset. In [6] , the authors offer many reasons as to why random search is a better option but most hinge on the fact that they show that the hyper-parameter search space, although high-dimensional, has a low effective dimensionality. This means that although there are many parameters to tune, only a particular subset of these have a great effect on training the model and this subset is different for every dataset (also shown in the paper). This property leads to random search being more effective as it leaves fewer gaps in the search space and it does not require as many iterations in order to find the optimum hyper-parameter configuration. We chose grid and manual search for these exploratory experiments as it was shown to perform comparably to random search for a DBN. Both [6] and [17] chose to globally optimise the parameters of the entire DBN at once rather than incrementally tune its constituent parts. In other words, they do not optimise each model first where the results of the last set of experiments feed into the next. Contrary to an adaptive approach, which is the focus of our experiments and methodology.
A second major issue is the analysis of high-dimensional data and feature selection [4] , [5] , [15] which has been extensively explored in a healthcare context [1] , [3] , [11] . In [11] and [1] , both groups describe a methodology where features are selected in a two-step manually intensive fashion in order to learn predictive models. In these two approaches for selecting a feature representation in the health domain, shallow algorithms are utilised and high dimensional data is not encountered, where in one instance only nine features were modelled [11] . Furthermore, sometimes relevant features were completely eliminated which impacted on the performance of the model [1] .
Finally, in the medical context, DBNs have been used for medical text classification [24] , as well as to aid in medical decision making with electronic health recordds [18] , but never for the analysis of clinical trial data. Neither [24] or [18] provide a methodology on how to choose the initial hyper-parameter configuration of a deep learning architecture. Furthermore, they use third party implementations of a DBN which do not allow for the extension with further algorithms, activation functions or hyper-parameter configurations. In [24] , the authors utilise a single hidden layer in their DBN, which arguably is not a deep architecture, although they do employ a unsupervised pre-training step.
Conclusions and Future Work
Long term clinical studies present a number of key issues for data miners, of which high dimensionality, the identification of the principal features for prediction and distinguishing the optimal hyper-parameter configuration are most prevalent. To address these issues, we developed a strategy which uses a configurable deep network to facilitate many combinations of attributes and multiple layers of attribute manipulation using regression, MLP, RBM and DBN models. Our framework demonstrated the ability to improve upon a randomly selected and tuned DBN configuration, as well the ability to configure many experimental runs in order to test hyper-parameter configurations found with grid-search. Furthermore, the MLP and DBN showed an ability to learn a feature representation in the hidden layers as an increased predictive accuracy was found compared to regression alone.
We are now extending our CDN to make use of: more accurate imputations via hidden layer sampling; Gaussian hidden units for continuous data (avoiding one-hot encoding); random search for hyper-parameter optimisation; and dropconnect for improved accuracy [23] .
